Accessories

Surge Protectors
Designed specifically for Dog Guard®, our surge protectors go beyond retail models, providing your system (including the underground wire) with increased protection from damage due to weather or AC surges. They also reduce the risk of system failure, and their space-saving design features a low profile for better balance and stability.

Chew Protectors
The vast majority of damage to receivers is caused by dogs themselves—many of them love to chew anything they can get their teeth on! Our chew protectors are made of durable polymer and have an easy-to-use design, so your pet and your equipment are always safe.

Batteries
Dog Guard® batteries are the best way to optimize your system and prevent malfunctions. We can create automatic shipments based on your usage patterns, so you'll never have to worry about running out.

Remote Trainer
This portable device allows you to reinforce your pet's Dog Guard® training—anywhere, anytime. You can train your dog to walk without a leash, avoid other people's yards while out and about, or just avoid distractions.

Your Dog Guard® professional dealer will answer any questions that you have and also help you pick the equipment that is right for you and your pet.